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FOREWORD
It is with a little emotion and regret that I pen this short foreword for my forthcoming sale on 28th
September 2019. When I purchased that expensive and quality bull “Clonagh Just A Dream”
eighteen months ago, little did I think that circumstances would alter dramatically my health and
pressurised me into selling the Budding Herd so soon afterwards.
Since I commenced the Hillcrest Herd in the eighties, my total emphasis was on Beef Simmental
rather that Dual Purpose – Conformation, Growth and Visual Assessment were my main objectives
in purchasing and breeding all along. Let’s not forget the most important ingredient of all “Bloodlines
– Bloodlines – Bloodlines”.
‘Breeding preferred to feeding’ was always my Slogan and allow the young to grow naturally on good
grass. While I don’t pay much attention to the new Phenomenon “Stars”, it seems that my catalogue
is well adorned with same and could be described as a Constellation. The Film Industry and
Hollywood is taking a back seat at the moment.
This sale gives new Breeders and potential buyers an opportunity to purchase well bred and decent
quality cattle that are not halter trained, nor show groomed or indeed manicured. You can view their
faults, warts and all when not camouflaged with excessive meals and vitamins.
IN 2008 I had a full reduction sale and ceased breeding for a number of years. Then with
improvements in my health and encouragement from some fellow Breeders, I had a second coming.
I purchased some outstanding quality females at our Premier Sales and I used embryos from the
earlier years to create my present herd.
When I reflect on my time in Simmentals and journey back to the late eighties, I do so with sadness.
There is also elation knowing that the Hillcrest Herd produced so many brilliant and superior cattle.
When I went on a Treasure Hunt to seek an outstanding female, I was elated when I first got a
glimpse of Camus Solitaire in a slatted shed at Mai and Joe Campbell’s in Strabane.
Soon “Joe’s darling heifer” became “Padge’s Big Auld Cow”. Jealousy and envy plays an important
part in the life of some Pedigree Breeders. It did then and it does now. But thankfully I’m one that
wouldn’t worry excessively about rumours and innuendos from irrelevant breeders. She became a
household name in our breeding both here and across seas. Her progeny were easily recognisable
and a lot of Simmental Herds were adorned with her dearly purchased progeny. A list of her progeny
would bear some semblance to the list of Saints with “Pay for us” substituted with “Thanks
Solitaire”.
I cannot find words to describe suitably Hillcrest Champion. He was a Real Treasure and remained
in the Herd for his lifetime. An easy calving, broad shouldered, powerful boned animal with
outstanding temperament, he was often described as having a “Padge’s Arse” – was this a
compliment? He bred outstanding cattle when on the farm and even to this day his progeny are
Show winners on the circuit. There may have been great Sires in our breed, but in my biased opinion
there never was a Better Bull.
I would finally like to wish all my past customers, friends and acquaintances and I also include my
new purchasers the very best and sincerely hope they enjoy the same fascination, passion and
excitement as I have shared with my first love Simmental Cattle.
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8 Hillcrest Champion Straws will be offered for Sale at the following lots. These straws are stored
at Progressive Genetics Enfield and are export approved.
Lot 5A 2 Straws of Hillcrest Champion (HCC)
Lot 15A 2 Straws of Hillcrest Champion (HCC)
Lot 22A 2 Straws of Hillcrest Champion (HCC)
Lot 32A 2 Straws of Hillcrest Champion (HCC)
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Lot 23 HILLVIEW OLIVIA ET

Dam has won two national title and Dam’s half brother was the
Male Champion at the recent Tullamore Show.
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Lot 24 HILLCREST KATHLEEN
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Lot 25 HILLCREST KYLIE
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Lot 26 HILLCREST JORDI (ET)
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Lot 27 HILLCREST JUDITH 2
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Lot 28 LOCHVIEW KANDY
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Lot 29 AUROCH BELLE ET
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Lot 30 HILLCREST KURK
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Lot 31 HILLCREST KNIGHT
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Lot 32 HILLCREST KANTY
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Lot 33 COMMERCIAL SIMMENTAL X HEIFER
IE221198130160 born 11/03/16
Sells with her July born heifer calf at foot (50661) by Clonagh Just A Dream.
Running with Clonagh Just A Dream. Scanning details at sale.

Lot 34 COMMERCIAL SIMMENTAL X HEIFER
IE271784770477 born 02/03/16
Sells with her June born heifer calf at foot (90657) by Clonagh Just A Dream.
Running with Clonagh Just A Dream. Scanning details at sale.

Lot 35 COMMERCIAL SIMMENTAL X HEIFER
IE351346990396 born 21/03/16
Sells with her June born heifer calf at foot (10658) by Clonagh Just A Dream.
Running with Clonagh Just A Dream. Scanning details at sale.

Lot 36 COMMERCIAL SIMMENTAL X HEIFER
IE321220860456 born 12/01/16
Sells with her May born bull calf at foot (60654) by Clonagh Just A Dream.
Running with Clonagh Just A Dream. Scanning details at sale.
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Lot 37 CLONAGH JUST A DREAM
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CONDITIONS OF SALE AT AUCTION OF PEDIGREE CATTLE
The highest bidder for each animal shall be the purchaser, and in the event of any dispute, the Auctioneer shall have absolute
discretion either to settle the dispute or re-offer the animal immediately.
The Auctioneer may, without giving any reason thereof, refuse to accept any bid and may withdraw any animal for which the
bidding is considered insufficient.
No person may advance less at a bid than a sum to be named from time to time by the auctioneer, and no bidding may be
retracted.
The vendor may bid for any animal, or animals, and may withdraw any animal, or animals either personally or through the
auctioneer, or through any person, as many times as they respectively may think fit.
The purchaser of each animal shall give their name and address to the auctioneer and pay for all animals purchased in cash
immediately at the close of sale. No animal or animals shall be removed from the sale premises until paid for in full and a passout slip is obtained from the Auctioneer.
Each animal shall be at the purchaser’s absolute risk from the fall of the hammer, and shall be removed from the sales
premises at the purchaser’s expense.
The right of property of each animal shall not pass to the purchaser until the full purchase price is paid and the contract of
sale is signed by the purchaser.
Care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of the catalogue, but no sale shall be invalidated by reason of any defect or faults
in any of the animals by reason of the animals being incorrectly described in the catalogue, or by the Auctioneer in the ring,
and no compensation whatever shall be paid in respect of any such faults or errors of description.
All statements in the catalogue are made by the Auctioneer at the time of sale relating to any veterinary or other tests are to
be taken as statements of fact only. No such statements shall guarantee the purchaser of any animal against loss arising from
the subsequent reaction of such animal to any test administered after the sale, and the vendors shall not be in any way liable
should this occur.
Neither the vendors nor the Auctioneers will be responsible for any accident or any injury to persons or property through fire
or any other cause whatsoever, nor for any damages by animals prior to, during or after the sale.
All animals are sold subject to the Conditions of Sale recommended for use at auctions for the sale of pedigree cattle by the
Irish Simmental Cattle Society Ltd.
The vendor gives no warranty whatever as to the fertility or performance of any bull, and each purchaser is invited to insure
against this or any other risks, at his own expense.
Purchasers not complying with the above condition shall be subject, without further notice, to have their animals re-sold
either by Public Auction, or by private Treaty, at the discretion of the vendor and the defaulter would be liable for any loss and
expense that accrues on the re-sale.
The Irish Simmental Cattle Society accepts no responsibility for any errors or inaccuracies that may have occurred in the
compilation of this catalogue.

PEDIGREE CATTLE BREEDERS COUNCIL OF IRELAND
CONDITIONS OF SALE TO APPLY ON ALL SALES OF PEDIGREE CATTLE
These Conditions (and where appropriate at auctions, these Conditions together with the General Auction Conditions of Sale),
form the basis of the contract between the vendor and the purchaser, and from the contract all conditions and warranties
implied under the sale of Goods Act 1893 and the Sale of Goods and Supply of Services Act 1980 or any other statutory
enactment or implied by any law or custom or usage are expressly excluded.
In the event of a Sale by Auction and there arising conflict between these conditions and the General conditions of the Auction,
these conditions shall prevail.
All animals are sold as they stand and the purchaser is deemed to have examined each animal and fully satisfied himself about
the animal prior to sale.
Save as hereinafter provided, no warranty whatever is given as to the performance or fertility of any bull and the purchaser
is hereby invited to insure against this or any other risks connected with the bull, at his own expense.
The vendor shall and does hereby provide the following guarantee as to the fertility with each bull sold - (a) No guarantee
whatever as to fertility is given with any bull under the age of nine months at the date of sale, unless otherwise stated in writing.
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(b) Subject to the Conditions hereinafter set out, the vendor guarantees that the bull is capable of putting a cow or heifer in a
state of pregnancy by natural service within four months of the date of sale or within four months of attaining the age of
fourteen months, whichever is the later. This guarantee shall be deemed to be fulfilled whenever one female animal is proved
to be in calf by natural service to that bull, subsequent to the sale. A bull shall not be deemed to be incapable of putting a cow
or heifer in a state of pregnancy by natural service on a semen test only.
The foregoing guarantee is subject to the following conditions:The bull shall be fairly tried with a view to him putting a cow or heifer in a state of pregnancy by natural service within two
months of the date of sale or within two months of attaining the age of fourteen months, whichever is the later. For the
purposes of this paragraph,”fairly tried” shall not be deemed to have occurred when less than three female animals in season
have been properly presented to or run with the bull.
If, upon purchase of the bull, it is found impracticable for the buyer to fairly try the bull within the period stated at paragraph
6(a) above, due to the purchaser’s normal calving programme, the vendor must be informed in writing immediately after the
sale of the month in which it is proposed to commence using the bull. The vendor shall not unreasonably refuse to extend to
the purchaser within seven days of receipt of the said notice in writing from the purchaser.
The Purchaser shall give notice in writing by registered post to the vendor of an inability of the bull to put a cow or heifer in
a state of pregnancy by natural service or a suspected inability in this respect, not before the expiration of one month nor after
the expiration of three months from the date of sale or of the bull attaining fourteen months, or any extension of the
commencement of the trial period granted pursuant to paragraph 6 (b) above or whichever is the later.
Breeding Guarantee - Females: Any cow or heifer realising 500 gns, or more that is stated by vendor as having been served
or artificially inseminated not less than 12 weeks before the date of the sale shall be guaranteed in calf to the service date
or date of artificial insemination and to the bull stated, unless any alteration to the service particulars is announced from the
rostrum or by the vendor at the time the animal is sold. The term “running with the Bull” implies no guarantee of pregnancy
unless specifically stated by the vendor at the time of sale, neither shall the provision by the vendor of a certificate of positive
pregnancy diagnosis imply any such guarantee this being merely an expression of opinion. Every heifer sold as un-served shall
be so guaranteed and all such heifers (unless sold suckling their dams) shall carry a guarantee that they are capable of
breeding. Calves sold suckling their dams are given to the purchaser free and no guarantees apply unless specifically stated
by the vendor at the time of sale. No claim under these Rules will be effective unless made to the Auctioneers or to the vendor
within the following time limits, as applicable, viz:
In the case of a cow or heifer sold as being in calf which proved NOT to be in calf - within 49 days of the date of sale.
In the case of a cow or heifer which, although in calf, does not calve to the stated service or insemination date - within TWO
CALENDAR MONTHS of the date that the animal should have calved according to the particulars of service or insemination
stated in the catalogue of sale, in all such cases, no claim will be admissible unless there is an interval of more than four weeks
between the presumed due date (according to the stated particulars of service or insemination) and the actual calving date.
NOTE the average gestation period for cattle is 285 days.
In the case of a cow or heifer calves at a later date than the due date the onus of proving the identity of the service bull shall
be upon the vendor.
In the case of a heifer sold as un-served and which subsequently proved to be in calf - within SIX CALENDAR MONTHS of the
date of sale.
In the case of a maiden heifer which proves incapable of breeding because of malformation or abnormality of the genital
system - not before the animal attains the age of TWENTY SEVEN MONTHS and no claim under this rule be admissible after
the animal has attained the age of THIRTY SIX MONTHS. NOTE: Any female (cow or heifer) that has been flushed for embryo
transplant will be EXCLUDED from the terms of this guarantee but individual vendors of such animals shall have the option of
giving their personal guarantee to be announced at the time of sale. No claims will be admitted under these rules where it
can be proved that a cow or heifer is carrying a mummified calf, or has aborted or re-absorbed a foetus and no guarantee is
given or implied that any cow or heifer will carry a calf full time. All claims must be submitted to the vendor and the Secretary
of the Society and shall be resolved in accordance with the provisions of clause (f) of this agreement.
This agreement shall be interpreted in accordance with the law of the Republic of Ireland.
Commission - 5% payable by the Purchaser.
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